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Individual Artist Studios
Private studio space is available for
two AVCE students each year for the
express purpose of producing art
objects and scholarly work. These
facilities offer 24-hour access,
wireless internet, and individual
cabinets to lock and store materials.

Labs and Classrooms
Book Art and Letterpress Lab:
on campus letterpress printing,
experimental printing, paper
techniques, binding, and bookery.

Ceramics: hand-building, wheel
throwing, and kiln yard with glazing
area.

Digital Print Studio: in-house, wide-
format printing studio and finishing
services.

Photography: black and white
darkrooms, color darkrooms, a
lighting studio and digitally equipped
classrooms.

Painting & Drawing: well-equipped
classrooms support courses in
painting, drawing, combined media
and watercolor; all painting and
drawing studios are wireless and have
access to digital/slide projectors.

Printmaking: Intaglio, Lithography,
Relief, and a variety of alternative
processes including photographic and
digital processes, bookmaking, solar
plates, polyester plates, polymer
plates, and monoprinting. 

Sculpture: wood and metal shops, a
ceramic shell facility and metal
casting foundry, and a wax
working/mold making studio. 

Visual Resource Center: image library
and database supporting research
needs of our students and faculty.
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Focus Your Passion
at the School of Art
MA, PhD | Art & Visual

Culture Education

The Art & Visual Culture Education (AVCE) program offers an MA degree in Art
Education with 3 track options (Art & Visual Culture Education, Community &
Museums, and Teaching), and a PhD degree in Art History and Education.
These are integral parts of the comprehensive art programs offered by the
School of Art.

The AVCE programs are intended to meet the needs of students who wish for
professional understanding within the field of Art and Visual Culture Education.
Students develop their own focus in conjunction with an AVCE faculty member
and may choose to submit a theoretical Thesis or practice-based Report to
complete their graduate program degree requirements.

The PhD degree is a highly tailored degree intended to build expertise in
entering contemporary arenas of Art and Visual Culture Education as a
researcher, teacher, and leader. PhD students must defend and submit a
Dissertation to complete their degree requirements.

The mission and strength of the program and its faculty is to promote an
understanding of social justice, multiculturalism, and globalization issues in
AVCE theory and practice.

The School of Art encourages interdisciplinary exploration so that students
receive a well-rounded education and a breadth of experiences and influences
to draw upon

Graduate students can choose to work with faculty from all programs in the
School of Art through independent study and coursework. Students also have
ample opportunities for collaborations with researchers in the humanities and
the social and natural sciences.

In addition to the university, Southern Arizona serves as an arts mecca,
providing a wonderland of unique arts experiences, a rich cultural landscape
and breathtaking natural environments that never fail to inspire.

As sense of community among students and faculty is a defining feature of all
are graduate programs. It happens through cohort-based required coursework,
a wealth of co-curricular activties, and events.

Faculty

Recent Visiting Artists & Scholars
Mark McKnight • Wafaa Bilal • Alfredo Jaar • Jordana Moore Saggese • Andres Hernandez • Michael Rakowitz •
Wendy Red Star • Rebeca Méndez • Cassils • Cesar Cornejo • Andres L. Hernandez • Torkwase Dyson •
Alejandro Cartegena • Kate Mondloch • Hasan M. Elahi • Afruz Amighi • Steve Kurtz • Alan Braddock • B.
Stephen Carpenter II • Basma Alsharif • Lisa Sanditz • Ricardo Dominguez • Dylan Miner • Srimoyee Mitra •
Raul Cabra • Ila Sheren • Dinh Q. Lê • John Divola • Kimsooja • Xaviera Simmons • Marcos Ramirez ERRE •
Erika Doss • Lucy Raven • Susan Meiselas • Andrea Zittel • Beatriz Colomina • Charles Garoian • Marko
Peljhan • Josiah McElheny • Matthew Coolidge • Helen & Newton Harrison • Lucy Lippard • Ken Gonzales-Day
• Ursula von Rydingsvard • Jean Shin • Amelia Jones • John Tagg • Kevin Tavin • Kay Lawrence • Tam Van
Tran • Okwui Enwezor • Lin + Lam • Jaimey Hamilton • Bruce Yonemoto • Liz Cohen • Dipti Desai • Jason
Weems • Luis Gispert • Michael Ray Charles • Howard Fox • Mary Jane Jacob • Daniel J. Martinez • Barbara
McCloskey • Dick Hebdige • Franco Mondini-Ruiz • Anne Wilson • Bill Anthes • Lilla LoCurto and Bill Outcault •
Lyle Ashton Harris • Paul Bolin • Daniel Kojo • Lynda Roscoe Hartigan • Amos Kennedy • Aaron Draplin • Julie
Chen • Clifton Meador

Facilities

Students in the Art & Visual Culture Education program gain access to a full
range of contemporary resources and cutting-edge technology, including:

Partnerships

Graduate Programs benefit from multiple academic and institutional partnerships at
the University of Arizona and within the City of Tucson, such as:

University of Arizona Museum of Art (UAMA) houses a world-class collection
of easily accessible teaching and research resources.

The Center for Creative Photography is one of the world's foremost research
and exhibition venues devoted to photography and its history.

The Tucson Museum of Art comprises 74,000 square-feet of exhibition space
over a four-acre city block.

The Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) presents innovative works from
some of the world’s most adventurous artists.

Our “Friends of the Arts” contact list receives the broadest information. We encourage you to sign up for other
School of Art mailing lists to receive more targeted notifications.

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST
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